
Committee meeting  21
st

 February 2012 – 9:30am Spanish Time 

Translation via Google Translate. 

Agenda: 

1. AGM 2012 

2. Debtors update. 

3. Finance. 

4. Defects case and New Legal case against Murcia Town Hall. 

5. Presidents update of actions since the last committee meeting. 

6. Any other business. 

Apologies: Allan Pattemore, Noemi Solano. 

AGM 2012 

The General Community Budget for 2012 was approved by all although we have queried the option 

of reducing the reserve fund to 15% of the previous year’s budget as this would allow sufficient 

reserves and reduce the overall rise in Community Fees this year from an average of 12% to an 

average closer to 8%. 

 

In order to reduce the reserve fund contribution, we would need unanimity of owners so in order to 

get a feel of opinion; we will publish a survey on the website which will require a simple yes or no to 

reducing the reserve fund. 

The committee do not feel it is prudent to reduce the reserve fund below 15% of the previous year’s 

budget. 

Current Phase Presidents standing for re-election:      

Nigel Bradbury, Phase 2 and as Resort President. 

Ron Locke, Phase 5A 

Viv Church, Phase 5B 

Ann Dyos, Phase 6 

Current Phase Presidents not seeking re-election:   

Antonio Escalera, Phase 1 

Allan Pattemore, Phase 3 

Michael Corke, Phase 7 

Not known: 

Noemi Solano, Phase 4 

We have received confirmation that Sub Community Presidents can stand for the role of Phase 

President via proxy. Obviously, if there are two or more candidates for any particular role, the 

candidate who is present is more likely to be elected as they can discuss why they should receive 

votes from Sub Community Presidents within their phase. 



The AGM call and instructions for using proxy votes will be issued by Resortalia shortly. 

An owner on Phase 1 has suggested that we employ a professional translator for the AGM as he was 

concerned that shades of meaning can be lost in translation and some sentences were not fully 

translated. We have discussed this concern and all agree that the translation provided by Resortalia 

is at an acceptable level.  

 

Debtors update 

The current outstanding debt as at 16/2/2012 is as follows:  

Figures exclude Polaris World fees as they are included in a quarterly compensation agreement and 

surcharges, i.e. it is the amount of unpaid community fees.  

 

2008: 36,537 

2009: 61,735 

2010: 119,705 

2011: 178,885 

Total: 396,862                    

 

Resortalia have advised us against publishing the names of debtors within the secure area of our 

website due to Data Protection laws in Spain. 

Resortalia advised us that any owner can have access to information on debtors within their Sub 

Community. 

Resortalia are investigating the option for debtors to pay by credit card and if it is possible to 

arrange, any processing fees would need to be paid by the owner. 

It would cost 0.85% of the amounts charged, with a minimum of 0, 35 Euros per operation. 

Besides monthly we would have to pay 15 Euros for normal TPV and 30 Euros for an ADSL TPV. 

We discussed providing this facility but as it is at an additional cost to the General Community and will 
use more of our administrators time together with having received very few requests for it we decided 
against it at this stage. 

A further analysis based on the full update received as at 31/1/2012 is below. 

These figures exclude all Polaris World and Tenedora debt so the total outstanding is slightly less 

than reported above. 

 

 



Individual owners: 

 

 

 

As at 31/1/2012    

Phase No. Apts   2008 2009 2010 2011 

      

Total 

P1 63 9387 20022 38208 49818 117435 

P2 29 7205 7836 12507 20964 48512 

P3 17 567 3630 7756 10972 22925 

P4 27 7875 11825 18554 21200 59454 

P5A 15 2056 3139 8082 14358 27635 

P5B 21 3526 7320 14696 19550 45092 

P6 11 0 236 1943 6414 8593 

P7 30 5071 6242 14493 22334 48140 

              

Total 213 35687 60250 116239 165610 377786 

       

Banks:       

Phase  No.Apts 2008 2009 2010 2011 

       

Total 

P1 3 0 0 387 2414 2801 

P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

P3 1 0 0 0 623 623 

P4 1 0 0 1061 1265 2326 

P5A 1 851 1485 1389 1429 5154 

P5B 0 0 0 0 0 0 

P6 1 0 0 0 1013 1013 

P7 2 0 0 631 1446 2077 

              

Total 9 851 1485 3468 8190 13994 

 

Of the 213 apartments in debt: 

 

11 owe over 5,000 

12 owe between 4,000 and 4,999 

23 owe between 3,000 and 3,999 

39 owe between 2,000 and 2,999 

28 owe between 1,000 and 1,999 

43 owe between 500 and 999 

57 owe below 500 

 

 

 

 



91 are with the UK debt collector and if not paid will result in court action and bailiff instructions. 

47 are with Abad Abagados. 

8 have repayment plans that are being adhered to. 

8 are already in the process of repossession. 

59 will soon be sent to the UK debt collector or to a Spanish law firm following the AGM and 

required notifications. 

Of the 59 owners mentioned above, 42 owe only 1 payment and those eligible will be sent to the UK 

debt collector within a few weeks by which time we will add any outstanding payments from January 

2012. The alternative was to instruct debt collectors to pursue owners with previously good fee 

payment records owing around 300 Euros. 

It is important that owners are absolutely clear in their minds that the General Community currently 

has NO debtors. 

 

ALL of the current debt belongs to individual Sub Communities.  

A few Sub Communities have no debt at all but the majority do. 

 

Completely separate to the General Community reserve fund are the Sub Community reserve funds. 

The General Community cannot spend the reserve funds of the Sub Communities on general resort 

services. 

 

When the 20% surcharge is applied to debt and paid by the debtor, that money is credited to the 

Sub Community - not to the General Community. 

We do need to consider future provisions for bad debt and it is important we define what we term 

as bad debt. The alternative is to blindly make provision for debt solely because it is more than 2 

years old which is currently unnecessary as the banks are paying all outstanding fees when they 

repossess and sell a property. 

As our current debt process only began in June 2011, it is still likely that most, but not all, of the debt 

will be recovered 

With that in mind, the most sensible approach could be to alert owners to the consequences of their 

neighbours’ non payment, define what will be classed as bad debt and to discuss with individual 

building presidents the options for making that provision within their Sub Community accounts. 

For example, if we made provision for all outstanding 2008 and 2009 debt, most Sub Communities 

would simply reduce the level of the reserve fund and as and when that debt is repaid, it would be 

added back to their reserve fund. 

Six Sub Communities would need to pay additional fees this year as their outstanding debts from 

2008 and 2009 are higher than their reserve funds. 

 

 



The Committee agreed the following definition of bad debt: 

We need to clearly define what we class as bad debt - my suggestion is "the court process has 
finished, the owner has no assets we can claim against, the property has been sold and 

the new owner has refused to pay all outstanding debt" - The amount of bad debt is then 

clear. 

Once a bad debt has been identified, the Sub Community President will need to decide to either 

reduce the reserve fund to clear the debt or to ask owners to add it into the Sub Community budget. 

The alternative is to make general provisions by year. 

Our auditors will confirm this view or make alternative suggestions for making provisions now. 

If any Sub Community President would like to make provision for their Sub Community this year, then 
please contact Resortalia. 

 

THOSE IN DEBT AT THE TIME OF THE AGM CAN NOT VOTE 

Please ensure your January 2012 payment has been made. 

Finance 

The budget is only an estimate of expenditure for the year ahead; at times we will have a surplus and 

at times a deficit. None of us has a crystal ball with which to anticipate unknown costs, or for 

example, to predict the hottest, driest summer for 50 years which impacted on water consumption 

last year. 

 

In the committee meeting minutes from 26th July, the potential overspend was brought to everyone’s 

attention and Resortalia sent out their quarter 2 management report to all owners which included the 

reconciliation showing the estimated overspend. 

 

All owners received a gardening update in late September which explained the over spend in 

irrigation water and mentioned that I thought the budget for this item was 75,000 Euros too low. 

 

Quarter 3 figures were received at the committee meeting on 21st October and the amount of the 

potential overspend was given to owners in the minutes.  

 

The reconciliation for Quarter 1 showed a potential overspend of 45,468 Euros, or 2.8% of the 

budget. 

 

The reconciliation for quarter 2 showed a potential overspend of 227,858 Euros, or 14.03% of the 

budget. 

 

The reconciliation for quarter 3 showed a potential overspend of 237,940 Euros, or 14.65% of the 

budget. 

 

The reconciliation for quarter 4 shows an actual over spend of 186,499 Euros, or 11.49% of the 

budget.  

 



The over spend is lower than feared due to tighter monitoring of expenses, particularly irrigation 

water usage, following the committee meeting at the end of July when we became aware of the 

problem. 

 

My main annoyance since July was that I was only given the invoices for irrigation water consumption 

for July and August in early September, by which time we had already spent around 125,000 Euros 

during the drier than normal summer period. 

Since then, water consumption has been less for the combined general and local authority areas than 

we paid in 2010 for the general areas alone which illustrates the improvement. 

 

 

The items where expenditure is greater than the budget are: 

 

Irrigation water covering the general and local authority land: 73,538 Euros 

 

The local authority areas were an unknown quantity as we had not paid that expense in previous 

years and they include the Hacienda garden which many owners think of as vitally important to 

maintain. Add to that the additional water required due to the lack of rain over the summer in 

comparison to seasonal norms and repairs to the irrigation system which required subsequent testing. 

We have already started the process of considering alternatives to reduce water consumption 

although this will take a number of years to complete and will involve upfront expenditure.  

This will be discussed at the AGM. 

 

Electricity for areas previously budgeted for, general areas, pool motors etc: 45,565 

Euros 

Mainly due to increased electricity costs earlier in the year until the tariff was reduced and increased 

pool motor usage which resulted in the cleanest pools we have ever had over the summer period, 

although the length of time the motors run has been reduced since September and will be monitored 

in 2012 to ensure the correct balance between clean pools and electricity usage is maintained. 

 

Pool and Fountain maintenance was over budget by: 21,237 Euros. 

No provision was made in the 2011 budget for replacement parts. Had replacement parts not been 

fitted, many pools would have closed. 

 

Pool water meters installation cost: 25,786 Euros. 

Had these not been installed all of the pools would have been closed from April 2011 onwards and 

Resortalia assure me this expense was not known when the budgets were set. 

 

Pool water consumption following the installation of the newly installed meters: 28,807 

Euros 

As with the meter installation, this expense was not known when the budget was set and will be an 

ongoing cost in future years. 

 

Repainting of pool fences was not budgeted for in error although the work had already been 

contracted: 16,671 Euros 

 



 

 

TV system maintenance increased following the introduction of 2mb internet access in apartments 

as voted for by the majority of sub community presidents: 17,348 euros 

 

The over expenditure items total 228,952 Euros and are offset by those items under 

budget meaning the actual overspend was 186,499 Euros. 

This over expenditure  was funded from our reserve fund which, as per our statutes, will need to be 

topped up to equate 20% of the previous year’s budget meaning 179,762 is included within the 2012 

budget to catch up with the amount we underfunded in 2011.  

Topping up the reserve fund is not optional as it is a requirement of the Horizontal Property Act and 

reducing the percentage we hold in reserve requires unanimity of owners. 

This figure alone accounts for 38% of the increase in the General Community Budget for 2012. 

Another significant part of the increase is due to splitting the costs of Administration between the 

General Community and Sub Communities to more accurately reflect the work involved in each area. 

For 2012, the General Community share of Administration costs is 71,581 Euros which accounts for 

15% of the increase in the General Community Budget for 2012. This will, of course, mean a 

corresponding reduction in the administration expenses for the sub-communities. 

So, where does the other 47% come from? 

The irrigation water budget will need to increase to more accurately reflect anticipated usage and this 

is expected to cost 41,020 more than budgeted for in 2011, or 8.7% of the overall increase. 

The electricity costs will be higher than in the 2011 budget although we expect the cost will be less 

than actually spent in 2011 following a further tariff reduction, and a reduction in the consumption of 

the path lights due to lower voltage bulbs being fitted, but will still be 35,000 Euros higher than the 

2011 budget, or 7.4% of the overall increase. As more of the low voltage bulbs are introduced around 

the resort, hopefully this part of the budget will reduce. 

Our new pool and fountain maintenance contract includes parts, so is higher than the 2011 budgeted 

cost, but less than the 2011 expenditure and, as our pool equipment is ageing, this should represent 

good value. The increase on the 2011 budget is 15,585 Euros higher, or 3.3% of the overall increase. 

Pool water consumption was not budgeted for in 2011 so the entire 35,000 Euros anticipated cost is 

additional to the 2011 budget, representing 7.4% of the overall increase. 

As a Community, we wanted 2mb internet access for every apartment and the additional cost of this 

over the 2011 budget is 43,289 Euros, or 9.1% of the overall increase. 

We have been advised to commence legal proceedings against the Town Hall of Murcia to try and 

have them pay for street lighting.  This will cost 8,260 Euros  in legal fees. This represents 1.7% of 

the increase. (Further details in the New Legal Case section below.) 

Following break ins in October, it was clear Polaris World were not going to maintain our security 

system for us, even though it was not fully completed, so we had no choice other than to arrange a 

security maintenance contract at a cost of 12,000 Euros per annum. We agreed with Vigilant that we 

would not pay this cost until our system was operational. This represents 2.5% of the increase. 



Our Fumigation contract is front loaded, so we pay more this year and less for the next 4 years. 

The additional cost over the 2011 budget is 5,728 Euros, or 1.2% of the increase. 

Finally, other increases over the 2011 budget are: 

10,000 Euros for replanting of which 4,000 is allocated to changes in Local Authority land which will 

save water costs this year. There will be an additional 6K Euros paid for by STV 

21,692 Euros to cover hedges planted in January 2011, for which we have just been invoiced. Laying 

gravel in a few areas where owners had just a mud path outside of their apartment.  This was agreed 

at previous committee meetings. Costs of installing three additional street lights to correct a 

weakness in our security on Phase 1 and providing a screen for the workers compound on Phase 7. 

We will try to get Polaris World to pay for the last 2 items but as we have no guarantee, the cost has 

been added to the budget. 

As you can see, much of the increase in 2012 is related to over expenditure against the 

2011 budget , firstly by creating a liability to top up the reserve fund and secondly, with 

the additional impact of increasing the estimated costs of those items for 2012 which, 

hopefully, give a more accurate estimate of running costs and a more accurate outcome 

at the end of the year. 

 

As many of you know, your community fees are made up of your own sub communities expenses 

which will be lower for most due to reduced lift costs, reduced cleaning costs and administration costs 

being split between the sub community and general community to reflect the work involved in each 

area by our administrator.  

We have negotiated a reduction in the administration contract of around 19% for 2012. 

 

 

Some sub communities have contracted building cleaning costing  447 euros per year whilst others 

have contracted cleaning costing 2,807 euros per year and that will impact on individual owners fees. 

As an example, based on a Sub Community with 24 owners, the difference between the highest and 

lowest cleaning cost is  98.33 Euros per owner. 

 

To sub community costs we add each sub community’s quota of the general community costs. 

 

Sub Community budgets will soon be sent to Sub Community Presidents for comment so it is not 

possible to give final figures for each Building at this stage. 

 

Owners should contact their sub community president if they want to request that certain repairs or 

improvements are added to their sub community budgets for 2012. 

 

On average, fees will increase by around 12% - although as explained above, this will vary from 

owner to owner, sub community to sub community. 

 

In my opinion, in future years, any expenditure over 105% of the General Community budget should 

prompt an EGM which would result in three alternatives of which only the first two are likely to gain 

support. 

 

 



Agree that the over spend will come from reserves which will need to be topped up in the following 

year to meet the statute requirements, effectively meaning the additional cost will be paid the 

following year. 

 

Or 

 

Agree to make additional payments during the current year to make up any deficit. 

 

Or 

 

Agreeing which pools we close, which parts of the gardens die due to lack of water, which security 

staff we do without, which parts of the resort are in darkness etc 

 

 

All of the services in the budget would be deemed essential for the ongoing running of the resort. 

The current committee have not added any luxury items. 

Owners also need to keep in mind that although our lawyer has told us we do not need to budget for 

repainting in 2012, we will need to incorporate this cost in future years together with ongoing 

maintenance costs that will increase as the resort ages. 

In reality, this could amount to over 200,000 Euros per annum. 

We have asked Resortalia to ensure our accounts are independently audited before the AGM. 

 

Defects case.  

I have repeated this information from last month’s meeting. 

Our lawyer, Snr Montoya, will try and attend the AGM to provide an update and answer questions. 

He will aim to attend at 9am. 

 

So far, I can tell you that those we are suing and the court have sent their own architects to gather 

evidence, so the case is progressing, although we have no dates for court hearings. 

 

We need to keep in mind that even after the case is heard, it is likely there will be an appeal so it 

could be a number of years before reparations are made. 

In the meantime, we are advised to repair nothing unless exceptional circumstances apply, for 

example, it is a security issue. 

In those cases, we have a 7 step process to follow which would take many weeks to complete and 

would involve those we are suing being invited to supervise the repair which we would need to pay 

for in advance of the court case. 

Snr Montoya’s advice is that we do not budget for repainting in 2012 as he feels the repainting will 

be covered, after which we can budget for the next round of repainting. 

 



New Legal Case. 

Having received legal opinion and met with a Concejal at the Town Hall of Murcia in relation to the 

differences between our statutes and the EUCC, we need to commence legal action against the 

Town Hall which has the potential to lead to our electricity costs for street lights being paid by the 

Town Hall for future years, as well as for 2011, although I do not expect a quick resolution to this. 

Of course, we can’t guarantee the outcome of this legal action but at a cost of 8,260 Euros, the 

potential benefits for years ahead are too great to do nothing. 

This cost is included within the 2012 General Community budget. 

This legal action will commence shortly.  

 

 

Presidents update of actions since the last committee meeting. 

 

Security 

The security system is now operational and tests on the perimeter fence are ongoing by technicians 

to ensure all sensors are responsive to movement.  

We have had a delay in finely tuning the sensors as Polaris World/ Fibramur have so far failed to 

deliver the required manuals to Vigilant. 

We have around 2,500 sensors and checking each one will, of course, take some time. 

Additional perimeter lights in the play area on Phase 1 have been installed and are operating. The 

cost is around 7,000 Euros and I have asked Isaac to contact Polaris World to find out why perimeter 

lights were not fitted in that area, with a view to asking them to pay for the installation via our 

compensation agreement. 

This installation will ensure the CCTV cameras are fully effective in this weak security area. 

As we can’t guarantee Polaris World will pay, we have added this cost to the Budget for 2012. 

As always, owners are advised to ensure their property is secured with the appropriate locks as per 

the recent security advice leaflet e-mailed to all owners by Resortalia, and to consider employing the 

services of a keyholder. 

 

 

 

 



Irrigation Water 

The following options are currently being worked on, although some will take a long time to 

complete and will need to be taken on by the next President and Committee. 

• Attempt to renegotiate our contract with CREA, now owned by IRM. 

• Dispute the ownership of the reservoir and onsite wells – we have written to the water 

authority. 

• Seek permission to have our own reservoir and onsite wells, which could take many years 

but is required, so the sooner we start the application process the better. 

• Look for an alternative supplier. 

• Immediately ensure STV reduce the levels of irrigation water currently used. 

• Replace some grassed areas with alternatives. 

• Reduce watering of the council areas. 

 

 

 

 

Resort Electricity Usage Project Team 

A full update was provided in the last committee meeting minutes and the final update from David 

Bamford is below. 

Owners should discuss options to save electricity usage in their building with their Sub Community 

president. 

2
nd

 Update on the electricity project February 2012 

Block Lights Review 

 

There are 3 main types of blocks at the resort each with a slightly different set of bulbs in the 

communal corridors and stairwells as shown below. 

Closed Blocks   

1. 11 units of 40 watt - type R63 – Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

2. 8 units of 40 watts spherical - Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

 

Open Blocks 

1. 23 units of 60 Watts - type R80 - Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

2. 8 units of 40 Watts spherical - Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

             

            Twin open blocks 

1. 35 units of 60 Watts - type R80 - Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

2. 12 units 40 Watts spherical - Currently replaced with 11watt CFLs when broken. 

              LEDs v CFLs  

The replacement CFLs are being supplied at a cost of 2.5 Euros plus VAT per unit. The 

alternative LEDs would vary in price and two examples are given below: 



              7 Watt Philips E27 GLS LED at 22 € + VAT. Per unit 

              3 Watt E27 from a Chinese supplier at 6 € + VAT per unit 

The use of LEDs would improve the reduction in the electricity consumption in the long 

term, but the unit prices are considerably higher than the CFLs and it is difficult to assess the 

quality of the Chinese units at this time. The 3 watt LEDs may not provide enough light if 

they were used to replace all of the current units. The cost of LEDs will undoubtedly 

continue to fall and will eventually be much closer to the cost of the CFLs. 

              Electricity consumption per block/Reduction in electricity costs.  

This is difficult to calculate, as each of the block types will have different consumption 

figures, due to the number and wattage of the bulbs used in each and depending on the 

usage of the block. For example, those blocks where there are a number of permanent 

residents, as opposed to just occasional visitors in the holiday periods, will use more 

electricity and so will be able to achieve higher savings.  

Taking the twin open block as an example, if all the bulbs in each block were replaced with 

11 watt CFLs, then the reductions in consumption are shown in the table below:         

    Twin style Block - Current Bulbs                                                        Replacement CFL Bulbs                                                 

 

Unit Type 

 

Total 

consumption 

per hour of 

use. 

Total cost per year 

assuming 30 minutes 

per day usage, 

excluding the cost of 

the Contratada. 

 

Unit Type 

Total consumption 

per hour of use. 

New cost per year 

if all current units 

replaced with CFLs 

@ 11 Watts. 

35 units of 60 

Watts 

 

2.1 KW 47 units of 11 

watts 

0.517 KW 

12 units of 40 

Watts 

 

0.48 KW   

Total block 

consumption  

per hour 

2.58 KW 

 

 

90 Euros 

Total block 

consumption 

per hour 

0.517 KW 

 

 

18 Euros 

 

    

*The contrada for a 5.7KW supply would be approximately 140 Euros per year, per block. 

 

The cost of replacing all of the current bulbs with the 11 watt CFLs in this example would be 

around 140 Euros, plus the fitting charge, compared to the above saving of 72 Euros, not 

including any reduction in the Contratada for the lower supply. 

 



It can be seen, therefore, that the savings in electricity costs in the long term could be 

considerable with the break even point in the above example of around 2 years. In addition, 

we will also have to replace bulbs less often as the CFLs will have a much longer lifetime than 

the current bulbs (please refer to the original project document) and there may also be a 

reduction in the cost of the Contratada for each block due to the lower power usage.  

 

However, for those blocks that use the bulbs for less than 30 minutes a day on average over 

a 12 month period, which may apply in many cases, then the break even point would be 

longer than 2 years. In addition, the 11 watt CFLs are not as aesthetically pleasing as the 

current spot type bulbs fitted in the corridors, but we are investigating the different CFL bulb 

options, to see if a better shape of bulb would be available for use in those areas, at a similar 

price.  

 

The consumption for the lighting in the garage areas and by the lifts should also be 

reviewed. For example, could we reduce the consumption of the lifts by shutting down one 

of the two lifts in some blocks in the winter period? This will depend on how much electricity 

is consumed while the lifts are in standby mode, information which Kone should be able to 

supply.  

 

 

Gardens 

Ann Dyos, President of Phase 6, and our Head of Gardening has recently sent out a communication 

to all owners from which Ann has received positive feedback.  

For further clarification, owners have no obligation to do the gardening themselves. 

Many owners have asked to be involved and in a few cases to carry out some gardening tasks 

around the buildings they live in. 

This initiative aims to make the best use of the offers of help that have been made. 

The Local Authority areas must be maintained as it is our legal responsibility within our EUCC. 

The replanting schedule has been received from STV and Ann will discuss this with them following 

discussions with the Phase Presidents. 

 

Polaris World Issues.  

Now that the bar, restaurant and buggy park have been cleared we are now waiting for Polaris World 

to landscape the area.  

On 29/11/2011 we wrote to them asking them what their plan was with regards to doing this and to 

date we have had no reply. This will now be pursued with Global Golf. 



I have asked Isaac to arrange a meeting with Global Golf although despite requests, they have not 

agreed a date for that meeting. Global Golf have marked the boundary of the golf course with small 

white and blue stakes so we have asked what their intentions are. 

We met the Concejal at Murcia Town Hall on 31
st

 January to discuss the letters sent to the Town Hall 

of Murcia regarding the storage area on Phase 7, them paying for street lights, removing the Polaris 

World sign at the entrance to the resort, removing the green fences around Local Authority areas, 

asking to use the Local Authority areas for the benefit of the Community and to discuss the 

permissions held to install floodlights on the sports area. 

The next step is for the Concejal to visit the resort with technicians from the Town Hall and he gave 

the impression he would visit during February. 

 

A quotation has been received to screen the workers compound with bushes, or trees, at a cost of 

around 4,000 Euros to plant conifers, or around 2,000 Euros to plant oleander which are more 

colourful, although take longer to grow. We have requested quotations to solve the water runoff 

issues in the sports area which will cost around 950 Euros and Polaris World have agreed to pay the 

cost. 

I will request that Polaris World pay for the screening although I  cannot guarantee they will pay. 

To be fair to Polaris World, they have paid for many items I have asked them to pay for this year. 

 

Statutes 

Rewriting the statutes with a view to presenting options for owners to vote on at future EGM is an 

ongoing project. 

Unanimity will be required to alter our statutes. 

EUCC 

 We will shortly commence legal action as mentioned in the New Legal case section above. 

Contracts 

Street /Road cleaning 

Antonio, Ron and I met with STV in October to explore the possibility of reducing the cost of street 

cleaning within our existing contract that runs until 01/02/2018. Following a further  meeting with 

STV, I am pleased to tell you that we have obtained a 9% reduction in the cost of street cleaning 

from 01/02/2012.  

This will save us 16,038 Euros per annum for the next 6 years making a total saving of 96,228 Euros. 

 

To achieve this saving, we are reducing the number of street cleaning staff from 2 per day down to 

1.5 per day.  

 

STV are very aware of the need for us to maintain the standards of cleanliness that we currently 

enjoy and have promised to send in additional resource if we have any short term unexpected issues 



to deal with. 

 

On a day to day basis, all we may notice is that emptying the small litter bins may take a little longer 

but STV will ensure current standards of cleanliness are maintained. 

 

Any other Business. 

Planning committee issues: 

Resortalia have been asked to remind all owners of what is and is not acceptable regarding 

modifications and to remind everyone of the process for requesting planning permission from the 

planning committee. They are currently checking with the legal department to ensure the 

information is accurate. 

Black Litter Bins: 

Many rusted and dangerous black litter bins will be removed, although they will not be replaced as 

this issue is part of our defects claim. We have received authorisation from our lawyer for this 

action. 

 

 

 

 


